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Ominous Weather on Alumni Day
Lloyd Describes the History of the Department to an Intent Audience
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Bindu Wavell (BS 1996) Shares His Story
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More History
The Audience Listens to an Amusing Tale from the Past
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Bruce Sanders Explains Frame Theory
Even More History
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Bindu Wavell (BS 1996) and Liz Jessup
Bob Smith (BS 1993, MS 1999) Tells a Big One
Bill Waite Fills the Audience in on History of the Department
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Clayton Doesn't Miss a Chance to Lecture
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Tony Valey (BS 2001)
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Evi Listens to Another Tale
Results of Faculty/Alumni Brainstorming
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Liz Jessup and Lloyd Fosdick
Grad Student Nathan Ryan Describes His Work to Bob Smith (BS 1993, MS 1999)
Lloyd Fosdick and Liz Jessup at the Poster Session
Junior Ryan Bruels Shows Lloyd the New iMac
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Grad Student Susanne Sherba Shows Her Work to Brigham Bell (PhD 1992)
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Liz Jessup, Grad Student Willem Schreüder, Dick Taylor (PhD 1980), and Bill Waite
Evi's Slaves Dance Once Again

Tony Valey (BS 2001), Matt Crosby (BS 1996), Bindu Wavell (BS 1996), and Adam Boggs (BS 1997)